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OPINION

Collaborative governance
structures critical for green
building and development
BY

C

Michael Buzzelli

anadians know that our built environment—homes, offices, factories, roads
and infrastructure—holds the key to an
environmentally sustainable and healthy
future. The energy and environmental
demands of the built environment will
undergo substantial changes in the years
ahead. Several pressures exist: looming
carbon cap and trade legislation, shrinking energy resources and, perhaps most
importantly, evolving attitudes toward our
consumption and production patterns.
One-third of Canada’s energy use goes
to running our homes, offices and other
buildings. The federal government’s Office
of Energy Efficiency reports that a corresponding one-third of our current greenhouse gas emissions come from the built
environment. This is a large proportion that
can be addressed in both the short and long
term by modifying how we build and how
we use our homes and offices.
Green building and development
(GBD) faces a classic policy paradox: we
collectively agree that improvements are
needed in the built environment but we
are caught in a whirlwind of information
and debate about how to move forward.
We are motivated by widespread adoption of green ideals but stymied by issues
related to implementation. There is confusion over whether a technological or
behavioural approach should be prioritized.
“Greenwashing” (the overuse of “eco” and
“green” labeling and branding, particularly
where there are no environmental benefits)
also adds a layer of doubt over green building benefits. And, depending on the region,
over 10 green building standards—such as
LEED or R-2000—currently exist in Canada. How do builders choose among them in
bringing new homes to the market? Which
standard(s) should serve as the model in
retrofitting houses and buildings? How do
consumers choose?
A range of stakeholders are implicated in
the questions asked here. Municipalities are
closest to the construction and design process given their front-line role in issuing permits and approvals. Builders and developers,
from which the leaders and risk-takers will
emerge, provide the built environments that
we occupy and use. And of course consumers, whether the household or the office
building tenants, will also be concerned with
the built environments that they occupy.
Given the range of technical complexity
(innovation), the economic costs and potential risks involved, and the range of stakeholders, how can we move the GBD agenda
forward? How do we encourage GBD risktakers and early leaders while at the same
time protecting the public interest?
Canadian Policy Research Networks
recently released a report, Green Building and
Development as a Public Good, which documents the range of options for implementing
GBD, and concludes that collaborative governance structures in particular are critical for
advancing GBD effectively and efficiently.
The report also suggests that there is
no single approach or fixed set of “solutions” to the provision of green built environments. We need locally sensitive means
of building green rather than uniform

regulation or a mandated system that may
negate or disregard region-specific issues.
GBD involves multiple stakeholders
because it is new, complex and involves risk.
Risk-spreading may be necessary for new and
bold developments that achieve the greatest
rewards. We are at the beginning of the GBD
“product life cycle,”and risk-takers and leaders
should be encouraged while, at the same time,
safeguarding the public interest.
Industry champions will emerge but will
find little incentive to take the lead or remain
out front if GBD plans are consistently forestalled and if they can revert back to standard
building methods, materials and products.
Since consumer demand is key, home
owners also need to understand the clear
benefits, including return on their investments. For example, according to the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development, property values rise on average
by $20 for every $1 of utility savings.
Specifically, governance structures
involving co-operative and collaborative
approaches will need to be developed so
that our communities can adapt to delivering alternative kinds of built environments. A policy development framework
is needed, providing a balance between
higher-level guidance, knowledge sharing
and codevelopment, and the municipal
scale of administration and action.
A GBD strategy must be regionally
relevant and harness many of the initiatives already under way, and at the leading edge, in the region. The region needs
to devise a method for promoting, but not
punishing, risk-taking. Leadership is key
and it should also be fostered within and
across organizations.
Local areas must work to develop their
governance structures to encourage and
put into (best) practice GBD strategies and
methods. Cities, builders, consumer groups
and others will have to work through the
as yet unseen plans, challenges and opportunities in delivering environmentally and
energy-sustainable built environments.
Municipalities—particularly those new
to GBD—will find the first steps the most
prohibitive. While local areas will have
their own particular circumstances and
opportunities, relevant lessons from other
jurisdictions may be lost if we do not think
of mechanisms for ongoing, consistent and
informed exchange. The wider community
of municipalities and higher levels of government can and should nurture the process. Higher-order knowledge development
and transfer is therefore equally important.
GBD should be viewed holistically;
should capitalize on existing regulation
while also developing incentives and
should build on existing strengths and
best practices. We also need the right
measurements developed in order to monitor progress and assess outcomes.
The path to greener built environments
is barely marked and obstacles remain.
A significant part of the story will pivot
on the local and collaborative efforts that
will at first develop slowly and then be
taken for granted as the new “normal.”
One might say that the future inevitably
will be green, though how quickly we get
there will depend on how we plan for it now.
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Hot topic: Environment Minister Jim Prentice should take action now on climate change, says Shore.

Federal government
must act now before
climate change effects
become unmanageable
BY

A

Jacques J.M. Shore

s we find ourselves trying to cope with
the current economic crisis, which has
been described as the worst in more than half
a century, Canadians also have every reason
to complain about the weather—even more
so than usual these days. Canadians are witnessing unusually harsh summer weather as
evidenced by severe thunderstorms, hot temperatures more akin to the equator, recordbreaking monsoon-like rainfall, floods, and
forest fires. These harsh meteorological
circumstances lay bare the need to make significant investments to secure our country’s
future prosperity against increasingly severe
and erratic weather patterns stemming from
climate change.
While the economic crisis is certain to
pass, a more pressing concern, which will
no doubt (sadly) increase, will continue to
affect Canadians long after our economy
is again running full throttle. This pressing
concern related to climate change must
be given full attention by federal and provincial policy-makers in order to lessen
the effects of heightened severe weather.
In fact, it is imperative for governments
across Canada to act before those effects
become unmanageable. Our political leadership must put climate change at the top
of the agenda for us to ensure steady economic growth in the near future.
Chaired by former Liberal foreign
affairs minister Lloyd Axworthy, the
government of Manitoba set up a climate
change task force in 2001 precisely to
examine options in dealing with “its consequences for our future environment and
to mitigate and adapt to climate change.”
A similar national strategy is now needed
to bring together leading minds of academia, industry leaders, and officials of
all three levels of government in order
to plan how the country as a whole must
begin to adapt to the changing environment and plan for the future.
The Conference Board of Canada
explains that “decision-makers will have to
consider the effects of climate change over
the full lifetime of their projects when they
develop infrastructure.” Roads will require
additional reinforcement to withstand
heavier rains. Hydrological infrastructure
will need improvement to ensure that fresh
water is properly distributed and wastewater is adequately processed.

All three levels of government need to
work in concert with the private sector to
determine our infrastructure vulnerabilities and then act to address them. Canadians are prepared to accept deficit spending
in the short term if it will mean greater
prosperity and security in the long term.
Without proper public funding for infrastructure projects, the private sector will
be unable to bear the future costs to remediate the damage brought about by climate
change. Undoubtedly, there will come a
point in the not so distant future when the
private sector will be unable to bear the
costs of these expenses and will have to
force action by the government to recognize ongoing risks and act upon them.
Adaptation to climate change must
be Canada’s next vital national project.
It must be recognized that government
has a moral duty and also a legal imperative to act on climate change in a manner
consistent with the protection of the life,
liberty and security of all Canadians.
Governments cannot stand back and
not engage when it is reasonably foreseeable that harm to Canadians will result
from non-action. By not acting to mitigate
or adapt to the effects that climate change
has on Canadian lives, families, and businesses, the government potentially places
those interests in jeopardy and will fail to
fulfill its obligation to protect Canadians
from the consequences of harsh weather
conditions not previously experienced.
Our federal government is the central
institution with the capability of marshalling
the talent and resources necessary to deal
with climate change. It is a national issue
which requires a national vision and a concerted national strategy in partnership with
the provinces, territories, and municipalities.
The Fathers of Confederation believed
that a grand infrastructure project—a
national railway from sea to sea—was the
promise of a great and prosperous future
for Canada. They designed a grand vision
and succeeded in making it a reality. The
same visionary approach is needed now.
By making investments in our critical
infrastructure today, we will secure Canada’s continued prosperity for the next
generation and the ones to follow.
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